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Chapter XIII 

Credibility and Subjective Prob^MUtles 

13.1 In the precedlns chapters we have generally assuaed that 

the decision waiter knew the probabilities with which the different states 

of the world would occur.    In practice a decision maker will often argue 

that he does not really know these probabilities,  although he Js not so 

"completely Ignorant" that he feels he should use the Laplace principle 

of Insufficient reason,   i.e. assign equal probabilities to all states of 

the world. 

In this Chapter we shall study the ways in which such vague 

knowledge or beliefs can be brought to bear on the decision problem.    The 

Ideas which we shall develop were first explicitly fonulated by Savage 15]. 

To make our discussion concrete, we shall consider an Insurance 

company, which holds a portfolio of Insurance contracts,  and reserve funds 

amounting to S,    Let total claims payable under the contracts In the 

portfolio be a stochastic variable with the distribution    G(x),    We shall 

assume that this distribution is known to the company. 

The company will assign the following utility to this situation 

CO 

U(S)    =    J  u(S-x)  dG(x) 
0 

where    u(x)    is the utility function which represents the company's 

preference ordering.    Since we have not brought the tine element Into the 
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aodel, we shall aßsaae that all contracts  in the portfolio expire within 

a fairly short period. 

13.2, Let us now assuae that the conpany Is offered an additional 

contract which will expire within the aaae period. 

Let    P   =    the preniuu paid for this contract,    and let the 

claia distribution b'» 

Z   with probability    p 

0   with probability    1 - p = q 

The company will accept the new contract if,  and only if it 

leads to an increase in utility,   i.e.  if 

pU(S+P-Z) + q U(S+P) > U(S) 

In some contexts it may be more natural to assume that company 

is invited to "quote a premium" for the new contract.    The equation 

pU(^P - Z) + qU(S+P)  = U(S) 

will then determine the lowest premium    P   which the company can quote. 

This  is a very simple application of the principles, which we 

have developed in earlier chapters. 

However,   in a real life situation, the company may not feel so 

certain that the relevant probability is exactly    p. 

Our problem Is to find out what this actually may mean, and to 

study how the insurance, company will,  or should, make its decision In 

this situation. 



13.3 Let us   first assune that the Insurance coupony .maintains 

that it knows  ahsolute'i.y nothing about the risk covered by the new 

contract.    If this stateuent has any meaning at all,   it ;aust liaply that 

any value of    p    between    0    and    1    is  pnunllv ros.qiblp  - nr ennolly 

probable. 

It  is  then natural to write the equation  fro.j the preceding 

paragraph  in the following foru 

p{  U(S+P-Z)   - U(S+P)   )    +    U{S+P)  = U(S) 

and aultiplj  by dp,   and integrate  frcii    0    to    1.    This will give 

| I  U(^P-Z) +  U(S+P)   }  = U(S) 

as the equation, which determines the lowest preniun    P   which the ccnpany 

cun quote. 

13.^ In practice we will not often have to make decisions under 

couplete Ignorance.    We will usually have some information or prior belief 

about    p.     The mere  fact that somebody wants to pay for this  insurance 

contract,   indicates  that    p    is not  zero  - i.e.  the event which will lead 

to a clala payment  is not Impossible. 

The usual procedure may be as  follows:    The actuary and  whe 

more or less experienced underwriters,  may agree that the  "best estimate" 

is,  say    p = 0.10,   adding that this   is  little more than an educated guess. 

When pressed for more precision,   they may state that    p    Is very likely 

to be somewhere  in the Interval (0.05,  0.?0),  or that  they are certain 

that    p < 0.1+0. 
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Argiuents of this kind reflect a vague, but ver^  real feeling 

of uncertainty.    The most natural way of 2^vinC precision to this statenent 

seens to be to specify the weights which should be given to the various 

possible values of   p.    We can do this by specifying a function    f(p), 

which takes  its greatest value for the  "best estimate" or "jest likely" 

value of    p. 

There  is obviously nothing to prevent us fron noruelizing the 

function,   and requiring that 

J   f(p) dp = 1 
0 

This means that    f(p)    can be interpreted as a probability 

distribution, which represents our belief about the value of   p. 

So far this nakes sense.    The trouble comes  if or when we state 

something like 

f(O.l)  = Pr  ( p = 0.1 ) =    the probability that the 

parameter    p    is  equal to 0,1. 

This statement has no real meaning.    A parameter is not a 

stochastic variable, so it has no meaning to assign a probability other 

than    0    and    1    to the "event" that it takes a particular value. 

13.5 If our Insurance company can specify the function which 

represents  its prior belief,  the d'.eision problem is solved by aultiplying 

the basic  equation by    f(p) dp and integrating from    0    to    1,    This gives 
1 

U(3+P) +   ( U(S+P-Z)   - U(S+F)   j     J  pf(p) dp = U(S) 
0 



or if we write 

1 

P = J Pf(p) dp 
0 

p U(3+P-Z) + (1 - p) U(S+P) = U(S) 

This ueanB that the coupany acts as if it was certain the para-ieter has 

the value p 

13.6,        The exanple we have discussed, is very artificial, but it 

brings out the esseiitial idea involved. 

As a acre realistic exaaple, let us assuue that the company is 

offered a portfolio of n contracts of the type considered in the example. 

In this case the expected claiu payment is npZ = y and the amount of 

premium received is nP, 

The "Principle of Equivalence" which is the foundation of classical 

insurance theory, requires that expected payments and recojpts shall be 

equal, i.e. that the premium for each of these contracts shall be 

P = pZ 

This will, however,  not be acceptable to a company which has a 

"risk aversion",   i.e. a company which is worried about the possibility that 

actual payments may exceed the expected vguue. 

It  is  easy to see that 

Pr  (y = kZ)  = (k)  pk (1 - p)n"k 

Hence the minimum acceptable premium is determined by 

U(S) = Jc u (3 ♦ nP - kZ) (k) pk(l-p)n"k 

This formula takes into account the uncertainty which in statistical languase 



is due tc "saapllng fluctuations". 

The uncertainty,  due to incoaplete knowledge about the true 

■value of the paroaeter;  is logically of a different nature.    If; however, 

we are willing to specify a subjective probability distribution f(p), 

which represents our "prior belief", we can deal with this second kind 

of uncertainty in the classical way. 

13.7 In general the prob lea is f emulated as  follows: 

Claia payaent under a portfolio of Insurance contracts,  is a 

stochastic variable with a distribution    G{x,a),  or we can take    a to 

be a vector with aean, variance and other paraaeters of the distribution 

as eleaents.    For the sake of siaplicity, we shall assuae that the 

distribution is continuous,   and that 

g(x,,)=Mx^l 

If the coapany has  to quote a preaiua for this portfolio,   it 

will coapute the expected utility 

CO 

J    U(S+P-x) g(x,cO dx 

0 
If there is soae further uncertainty about the parameter Of, 

expressed by a prior distribution    flo),  we have to carry out another 

intecration 
00 

J   { J U(S+P-x) g(x,cO dx ) f(cO da 
A      0 

where    A    is the domain of    Ot. 
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Houever,  the latter Intesrol is obvlou£ly equal to 
00 

J U(afP-x)  { J g(x,  a) £{<*) dot ] dx 
0 A 

The inner Integral 

h(x) =  f dix,  o) f(a) fla 
A 

can of course be Interpreted as a probability distribution. 

This ueans that the lowest acceptable preuiuu    P    is deteruined by 
00 

J U(S+P-x) h(x) dx = U(S) 

0 

This is a solrtion of the saue foru as the one we found earlier. The 

whole elaborate reasoning about uncertainty over the value of the parameters, 

ueans only that we replace the original distribution g(x,flf) by h(x). 

13.8    The procedure oi the preceding paragraph has some practical value 

only if we know - or have good reasons to believe - that claim payments 

i-eally are generated by a distribution of the form gCx^o), 

In practice we do not often know this. Li insurance one will usually 

analyse the amounts paid as claim compensation under a large number of 

identical contracts. Let us, for instance, assume that in a portfolio of 

5000 automobile collision insurance contracts we have observed 380 claims, 

leading to a total payment of $ 350,000, 
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Table 1 

Claim Payment Number oi' Claims 

0 U620 

$        0-100 0 

$    101-500 100 

$    501-1000 105 

$ 1001-1500 110 

$ 1501-2000 25 

$ 2001-2500 30 

$ 2501-3000 k 

$ 3000-3500 6 

Let us further assume that claim payments can be broken down in more 

detail as shown in Table 1. 

In this situation we can ignore the detailed breakdown,  and Just note 

that the average claim payment per contract is $73 and on this basis 

I'ormulate our beliefs about claim payments  in the next portfolio which our 

company w511 underwrite. 

A more "sophisticated" approach may be to fit a distribution to the 

data of the table - for inscance by the "method of moments" - and indicate 

the reliability of the estimated parameter.    In doing so we may,  however, 

well have added new assumptions rather than    new knowledge to the model, 

and it i£ quite possible that the simpler approach may be the sounder policy 

13.9 Let us now return to our simple example,   in which the claim 

payment could take only the values    0    or    Z.    The only unknown parameter 
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was p = the probability that the claim should beccme payable. 

If we really have no idea about the true value of P; there may be 

something to be said for working on the assumption that all values of p 

should be given the same weight. Such cases are, however, rare, so let us 

therefore assume that we have some relevant knowledge, namely that in a 

portfolio of n comparable contracts, there were k claim payments. 

To a statistician, it is then natural to suggest that we act as if 

k 
p = n 

He will usually be able to Justify this in several different ways. 

There is, however,  some uncertainty about this estimate, particularly if 

n    is flcall,  and we want to allow for this in our decision. 

Let us therefore write: 

Pr(klp)  = ( k ) pk(l-p)n"k 

This is the probability of the observed result    k,  if the true probability 

is    p.    This is usually referred as the likelihood of the observed result. 

One justification for taking    p = k/n  is that this value will maximize the 

likelihood. 

13.10 From the theory of conditional probability we know that 

Pr(k|p) pr(p) = Pr(p|k) pr(k) 

or 

Pr(k) 

Here the denominator car be  interpreted as the absolute probability 

if    k - i.e.  the probability of observing k-clalms,   regardless of what the 

true probability    p   may be. 
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We then have in a purely Vormal way 

Pr(k) = Zp PrCkjp) Pr(p) 

Here tiit sum Is over all values oi' p,  and Pr(p)  is  the weight 01' our 

beliei' that the true value 01' the parameter is    p.    To express this result 

in the notation we have used earlier, we shall write 

Pr(p)  = f(p) 

Hence our lonnula can be written 

MvW ..  (nK)P
K(l-p)n-k till 

f    (K)  ph(l-F)n"k l'(p) dp 

0 

This is a special case 01 the classical Bayes' iormula. 

The formula gives us the "likelihood" that p 1B  the true parameter, 

given that k was observed. The iormula depends on the "prior belief", 

represented by the density function f(p). 

Pr(p|k) can therefore be taken to he a distribution, representing 

our bell3f about p, when we combine the statistical experience and our 

prior belief, 

13,11    If we know nothing about p, except that k claims occurred in 

a sample of n,  it may seem natural to assume f(p) = 1. This will reduce 

our formula to 
k/,    \n-k 

ft-  (Plk)  =    J^i^  

} pk{l-p)n-k dp 
0 

The denominator in this expression is  the so-called Beta-iunctlon 
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I    k,.     Nn-k  ,        ,./,..         ..,>,         kj  (n-k)! 
J   P Cl-p)        dp = B(lc+1,   n-k+lj    =   
0 (n+l){ 

We cun nou apply this rerult to our original problem.    We started in 

jcra 13.3 with the equation 

U(S+P)   -  p  { U(S+P)   - U(3+P-Z)   j  = U(S) 

We then multiplied by    i(p) dp and integrated over    p    IVcm    0    to    1, 

and obttiiaed 

U(S+P)   - p  {U(S+P)  - U(S+P-Z)   ]  = U(S) 

where 
1 

P = J   P f(p)  dp 
0 

In our present example we have to replace r(p) by 

Pr(p|k) =  i   Pk(l-P)n'k 

B(k+1, n-ld-1) 

Substituting this, we obtain 

k ■*• 1 p =      
n + 2 

This  appears as the probability which we should use in our decision, 

if ve wmt to combine the experience obtained by observing a comparable 

portfolio,   and oar prior belief that every value of    p    was  equally likely. 

We see that for    k = 0,    we should take    p = -r^ .    This means that 
n+2 

unless n is very large, our prior belief will still carry some weight. The 

fact that no clrlm occurred in a sample of n insurance contracts, does not 

lead us to make future decisions on the assumption that p = 0, 
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13.12 So i'ar we have treated £rlor bellei  as   a very va[$ie concept  - 

even valuer than the utility concept.    Our only concrete result waß that li 

prior beliei shall make any sense,   it must be possible to represent it as  a 

probability distribution - or a weight IXmcticn - over the set of values 

which can be taken by some parameter. 

If we are absolutely certain that this parameter has the value    p , 

the distribution will be as  in Fig.  1. 

1r    iip) 
Flß.  1 

0 
-) 

^o 1 P 

If we think any value between    0   and    1    as equally likely,  the distribution 

will be as  in    Fig.   2. 

Fig.  2 

f(p) 

C 1 

In the intermediary ceuses our prior belief will be represented by a 

function as illustrated by Fig. 3. 

f(p) 

Fig.  3 

0 1 
13.13 From these consider at ions it follows that we are interested only in 

the general shape of the prior distribution.    We want a distribution function, 

which can represent prior beliefs with sufficient approximation - or with as 

much precision as the decision meker can express. 
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We core therefore led to exojnine li' this class  is sui'i'lclently rich 

to reprcGent all the prior beliois, which we may want to study. 

For the mean of the distribution we i'ind: 

1 
^ = J P f(p) dp = 

& +  1 
a+b+2 

0 

and i'or the variance: 

2        P /       \2   (   \ A                  (g»l)  (b+l) o     =    J   (p-ii)    i(p) dp =       ^ ^ '  
0 (a+b+?)': (a+b+3) 

From these expressions v,-e see that  if    M-    and    C7   are siven,  ve can 

usually determine    a    and    b.    This means  that  if we describe our beliefs 

by speciiyin^ only the two  first moments of the prior distribution,  we 

can always fina a Beta-distribution which meets our specifications, 

13.15 Let us now assume that our prior belief can be represented by the 

diPtribution: 

f(p)  =  l-       Pa(l-P)b 

B(a+1,  b+l) 

Let us  assume that when we  in this way have made up our mind as  to what 

we be^.ieve about the claim irequency, we learn that  in a comparable portfolio 

of    n    contracts  there were    k    claims.    To make use of this  new knowledge, 

we apply the formula in para 13,10 and find: 

k+a/,     Nn-k^-b                    k+a/,     n-k+lv 
^(pjk) =   £ Uz£i    =   £ ill£ L_ 

}    k^     ,n-k.b BCkfaf^n^b+l) 
J  P      (I-P) 
0 

This gives the probability to be used for our decision: 
1 

k+an P = J    P Pr(plk) dp = n+a+b+l 
0 
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If a"  irior belief,  we feel certain that    p = p^,     we cust have; 

P0 = ^ = -*&2      >     0 

and 

2 _    (a^-l)  (b-t-l) 

or 

a (a+Vt-2)- (r«-b+3) 
=    0 

It  is  obvious  that  in this case bo:h    a    arid    b    nmst be  infinite. 

From the first condition we obtain 

0 
P 

*   +    i 

a+  1+  2 
b b 

p 
a 'o 

lim      b        1-p 

From the expression for p v;e find 

b  b  b 
P = 

b  b    b 

Going to the limit, we find 

o 

-       ilia 
P =  To   =  Po 

T-^— +   1 

This expresses  the obvious.    If we are certain that    p = pn,    we 

will make our decision accordingly,  no matter what experimental evidence 

should become available. 
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13.16 Ii  in this example our prior beliei con be represented by 

a Beta-distribution 

1,(P)  =      B(il.  b+1)     ^^^ 

can give this  a simple  intuitive meaning: 

Our beliei's about the parameter    p    ai^e as if we had observed that 

a    claims were made  in a portfolio of    a+b     insurance contracts. 

If we actually had made this observation, we would have some knowledge 

or belief about    p.    Our problem is then to express formally vhat this 

knowledge really is.    The natural way of doing this  - at least to a 

statistician  -  is  to say that our knowledge  is represented by a Beta - 

distribution over the domain of the possible values of the parameter. 

However we really want to carry the argument through in the opposite 

direction.    We want to start with the prior beliefs which we have about the 

parameter    p    and give a precise description of these beliefs.    We can do 

this by specifying a "prior distribution",  but it would be more attractive 

if we could describe an experiment and a particul-j- outcome of the 

experiment which in some sense represents our beliefs about the parameter. 

13.17 The problem we outlined in the preceding paragraph has been 

discussed for more than 50 years  - often  in an obscure language  - by American 

actuaries under the name of credibility theory.    This theory waa  founded 

by Whitney  [6]  and has been developed by Ferryman   [3],  Bailey   [l],  Carlson  [2], 

and others,  without much contact with the mainstream of statistical theory. 

To illustrate the application of the theory,   let us consider an insurance 

company which has  to quote a premium for an  Insurance contract of the simple 

type considered  in our previous cxcjnples.     Let us  assume that the company 
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when rnaklnß this decision con draw on two types oi' information: 

(l)    3^atlstlcQl Iniornation about comparable contracts   -  fcr 

instance that there were    k    claims  in a portiolio ci    n    identical 

?r similar contracts. 

(ii)    Other relevant  information  -  for instance statistical observations 

oi' portfolios of contracts which  are not quite comparable to the 

contract  in question. 

If there  is sulficient statistical information,   i.e.   if    n    is 

large,  the company will not consider the other information.    The cccpany 

will act oo  if it was certain that    p = k/n.    In this  case  the actuaries 

will say that the statistical experience carries  "100 per cent credibility", 

and they will usually be embarrassed if they are asked  to  justify this 

statement. 

Wien the statistical experience is insufficient,   the company may use 

other relrvont information.    However,  this is not possible unless different 

pieces of information can be made comensurable.    This  leads us to determine 

the statistical evidence which is  equivalent to the other relevant infor- 

mation which we want to use,   end this  is Just what we did in para 13.15. 

TheoreticGLlly an  Insurance company should bring into consideration 

additional information until the equivalent statistical experience carries 

ICO per cent credibility.    Hew this  should be done is  a difficult problem, 

which is  far  from beir,^ satisfactorily solved in the existing theory.    The 

statistical experience of an insurance company which has written 1 million 

lire-insurance contracts  in Hew York State obviously contains  information 

which may be of value to a company which writes  fire  insurance in California. 
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Intultively we may  feel that this  Imormaticn is oi' lees value than the 

information we could have obtained from the statistical experience of a 

similar company operating in California.     It is,  however,   not easy to 

give a precise formulation to such feelings.    Will    1    million otserva- 

tions  from New York be equivalent to 800,000 observations  irem California? 

If an insurance company operates with a system of premium rates 

derived from statistical experience which carries    100 per cent credibility, 

good or bad underwriting results will be explained as causrd by random 

fluctuations.    These results will not  induce the company to change its 

premium rates. 

In practice an Insurance company will not usually assign    ICC per cent 

credibility to the statistical experience which constitutes  the foundation 

oi' its premium rates.    The most obvious reason for this cautious attitude 

is that the basic  probabilities may change with time. 

In this  situation the company will accumulate new statistical 

experience as  time goes by,   and this new  information may lead the company 

to adjust its  premium rates.    Hew much the rates should be changed will 

depend on the credibility carried by the  initial statistical experience. 

This question can be  the subject of heated discussions between company 

representatives  and State Insurance Commissioners, 

I3.l8 The Beta-distribution is not always a convenient representation 

of our "prior belief".    Let us,   for Instance,   assume that we are considering 

an investment,  where we know that the return is normally distributed with 

unit variance  and mean m,   i.e.  in our notation we have: 

/       \ I  -i(x-m)^ g(x,m)  =        e 
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If our prior belief about m can be represented by the distribution 

i(in), we should then compute 

SU) = ^- J e -*(x"m)f(m) dm 2n 
a 

and use this distribution    ß{x)    to compute the expected utility, which 

will be our decision criterion. 

If we in this integral taXe    f(m)    as a Beta-distribution - adjusted 

so that it applies to the interval (a,b), we will get into some very messy 

compatatlons,   and we will have to work with an extremely inconvenient 

function    g(x). 

The natural conjugate distribution in this case is 

This will give 

g(x)  =    p-^- J    e    "'       '       e 0      dm 
.00 

0r 1 2 

i(x) = _i— e - K^T ^ 
^(l+a2) 

This means that the function, which we use in our decision problem - 

the so-called posterior distribution - is normal.    We may note that the 

variance of this distribution Is the sum of the variances from the two 

distributions we started with.    The choice of the appropriate conjugate 

distribution has been discussed in great detail by Ralf fa and Schlalfer   U], 
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13.19 li' we draw a sample oV    n    irom a Normal population with unit 

variance,  the stochastic variable 

x = i(xi+ x2+  ... xj 

will be Normally distributed with variance - . 

If the population mean is p. the probability that the average of 

our aample shall be equal to x ,  is proportional to 

n 
'2 
n /-   N2 

The best estimate of the population mean is then the value of ^ 

which maximiz-is this likelihood function,    I.e.    p. = x . 

This means that if we represent our prior belief about m by the 

distribution 
1 e   - U-^)" 

we leel as  confident about    m = M' as we would be  if    M- was the observed 

average of a sample of    n = i/o 

If in this example our prior beliei' cannot be represented by a Normal 

distribution - lor instance because our beliefs are not symmetrical round 

some central value    p. ,    we will have to 30 through more cumbersome 

mathematics.     We will also have  to give up the intuitively attractive  idea 

Oi' stating that our beliefs are equivalent to the belieis we would have 

if a specific experiment had given a particular outcome. 

13.20 Let us now return to the results of para 13.7.    We found that 

our final decision would be based on the expected utility 
CO 

J   { J  u(s + P - x) g(x,Qr) f(a) da ] dx 
0      A 
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In this expression: 

(i)    The prior distritmtiou    f(of)    represents what we believe 

(ii) The utility function    u(x)    represents what we want 

(iii) The distribution    ß(x,Qr)    represents what we know. 

All these three elements must be ccasidered in a rational decision, 

and in an analysis of the problem they should be separated. 

In practice it may,  however, be difficult to separate what we believe 

from what we know.    In our simple example the place of the distribution 

g(x,Of)    was taken by the binomial 

,Px    k/.     v n-k 
(k) p (1-p) 

where    p    is the unknown parameter.    This binomial distribution rests 

on the assumptions: 

(i)      The probability of a claim in the same under all the    n    contracts 

(ii)      The probability of a claim under an arbitrary contract is  indepen- 

dent of whether claims have been made under any of the    n-1   other 

contracts 

If we know that these assumptions are true,  there is no problem. If, 

however,   Jiese assumptions Just represent our beliefs,  or are accepted as 

working hypotheses, they should be included in    f(of)    and not in g{x,oi). 

This means that the separation of the different elements, which seems 

essential to a rational analysis of the decision problem,  is by its very 

nature arbitrary.    This  again means tnat in a preliminary study only the 

general shape of the functions    f,    g,    and    u    is significant,   and that 

we ehould feel free to choose functions which are easy to niinlpulate 

mat hemat ic ally. 
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